
Alpine Club Notes

CELEBRATING SIR EDMUND

On 29 February this year, the ashes of Sir Edmund Hillary were scattered
by his widow Lady (June) Hillary and children Peter and Sarah from aboard
the sailing vessel Spirit ofNew Zealand in the Hauraki Gulf, near Auckland,
Hillary's home for much of his life.

Sir Edmund died in Auckland on 11 January, aged 88 (obituary, p392).
He was accorded a state funeral - an unprecedented honour for a private
citizen - on 22 January and on 2 April the Queen hosted a special memorial
service for him at St George's Chapel, Windsor Castle.

In his book View From the Summit, Sir Edmund wrote that he did not
want his final resting place to be in some crevasse on a mountain, observing
that he had 'been down too many of them for that to have much appeal'.
Instead he wanted his ashes to be 'spread on the beautiful waters of
Auckland's Hauraki Gulf to be washed gently ashore maybe on the many
pleasant beaches near the place where I was born. Then the full circle of
my life will be complete.'

The New Zealand government generously invited the surviving Everest
1953 climbers and their wives as official guests for the state funeral; the AC
thereby being well represented by George Band and Alf Gregory, George
Lowe and Mike Westmacott. Also invited was Jan Morris, who as James
Morris, correspondent for The Times, made the scoop of a lifetime on cue
for the Coronation of Queen Elizabeth H.

A wave of emotion swept over the people of New Zealand. Led by their
Prime Minister, Helen Clark, they mourned their greatest Kiwi as he lay in
state in Holy Trinity Cathedral, Auckland, Everest ice-axe and Maori
ceremonial staff on top of the casket, and a selection of his medals and
decorations on velvet cushions at his feet. The service was followed by a
special reception hosted by the Governor General, Anand Satyanand, who
represented the Queen, not only officially but also personally at the funeral.
This was followed by a more informal 'Mountaineers' Farewell' organised
by the New Zealand Alpine Club at which a dozen of his friends recalled
facets of Sir Edmund's varied life.

The Service of Thanksgiving at St George's Chapel, attended by the Queen
and Princess Royal and led by the Dean of Windsor, saw the laying up of
Sir Edmund's banner as a Knight of the Garter. As Helen Clark, who had
flown especially to Britain, reminded the congregation, when Sir Edmund
was appointed to the Order in 1995 it was the first time the honour had
b~en conferred on a person resident outside the UK.
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On appointment, every knight is required to display a banner of his arms
in the Chapel, together with a helmet, crest and sword and an enamelled
stallplate. These 'achievements' are taken down on the knight's death and
the insignia are returned to the Sovereign, with the stallplates remaining as
a memorial.

Projected against the refined bulwark of St George's, Sir Edmund's
more down-to-earth style shone out via music and rituals drawn from his
native land. Sarah, his daughter, read AlIen Curnow's elegiac poem You
Will Know When You Get There. The young baritone Jonathan Lemalu sang
Mendelssohn's aria Lord God ofAbraham.

As the great and the good, sprinkled with the faces of friends from the
high Himalaya, belted out Praise My Soul the King ofHeaven, Sir Edmund's
banner was paraded through the chapel. Featuring Tibetan prayer wheels
against a blue background and a Kiwi bird brandishing an ice-axe, the
knights escorting it paused at the back of the chapel while Mereana Hond,
a human rights lawyer and TV journalist, performed the karanga welcome
call, a ceremony traditionally performed by Maori women in part to
acknowledge ancestral spirits. It is an invitation to reflect on the lives of
those who have passed on. Hond's voice cracked with emotion as the Queen
looked on.

Again the surviving 1953 Everesters were in attendance, including
Sir Edmund's fellow New Zealander, George Lowe, who shared in his
charitable work in Nepal. Peter Hillary said his father was most proud,
over his long life, of the work he had done with the Sherpas of Nepal,
building schools and hospitals, and earning the respect of the people who
had worked alongside him in the Himalaya. Sir Edmund, his son said, was
revered among the people he loved best. 'And it doesn't get any better
than that.'

Norbu Tenzing Norgay, the eldest son of Hillary's Everest partner,
Tenzing, flew in from California for the service; Alexandra Shackleton,
granddaughter of Ernest Shackleton, Hillary's great hero, joined survivors
of the 1958 Trans-Antarctic Expedition, along with Sir Vivian Fuchs's son,
Peter. Non-mountaineering celebrities included Sir David Attenborough,
and the actor Sir lan McKellen, who arrived wearing what looked like,
appropriately enough, glacier glasses. The New Zealand rugby star Sean
Fitzpatrick was also there, along with Lord Falconer, who represented the
British government at the state funeral in New Zealand.

In a neat reminder of Sir Edmund's no-nonsense approach, Peter Hillary
recalled the moment in 1990 when he himself reached the summit of Everest
for the first time and used a new-fangled satellite phone to call his father.
As pleased as the old man must have been to hear his son's voice from the
roof of the world, his advice was typically to the point: 'You're not done
until you're down.'

Ed Douglas, George Band and Stephen Goodwin
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Hillary Lying in State 21. I .08, viewed by family members.
Peter Hillary on the right. (George Band)

ALPINE CLUB LIBRARY ANNUAL REPORT 2007
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As we come to the end of our l50th year, this report must open with our
major achievements. It must also give a testament to the effort and hard
work provided by the members of the Alpine Club Library team that made
these happen.

Firstly, the Club published two books to coincide with the l50th year
celebrations. These are Summit: 150years of the Alpine Club by George Band
and Artists of the Alpine Club by Peter Mallalieu; George's book was published
late in 2006 and many copies were sold in this year. Peter's book was
launched early this year and has done very well. Both books highlighted
the collections of the Club and both needed the expertise and equipment of
the Photo Library to help provide many of the illustrations.

Our considerable thanks are due to Rachael Swann and then Anna
Lawford (supported by David Baldock and others of the Library team)
who put in long hours of work to ensure the timely arrival of both of
these books. We continue to receive compliments on these every week;
both are great achievements. George's book has already made money
for the Club and the Library, and Peter's book should contribute profits
to the Club.

The celebrations in Zermatt included a lecture by Peter Berg, our retiring
Hon Archivist, which was a re-creation of My scrambles amongst the Alps by
Edward Whymper, probably first given in Davos in 1896; it used the original
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glass lantern slides now in the Photo Library. Also, the Club press release
and other PR activity for Zerrnatt were enhanced by a good supply of historic
photographs arranged by Anna Lawford.

The second key achievement was the mounting of the Treasures of the
Alpine Club exhibition to tell the story of the pioneering of mountaineering
in the Alps and the greater ranges using around 100 historic 'treasures'
from the Club's collections. Books and photographs cared for by the Library
were shown along with paintings and artefacts. This was a splendid oppor
tunity for many members to see Club 'treasures' that only come out of
storage from time to time.

The exhibition was held in Christie's Ryder Gallery in St James's, London,
in September. We are extremely grateful to Christie's for the free loan of
the gallery and to our sponsors and benefactors, First Ascent, PAYE
Stonework and Nick Clinch, who ensured that this event did not require a
subvention from the Library's funds. I must also thank the many people
who helped make this happen, particularly Jerry Lovatt and Barbara Grigor
Taylor who really drove the project forward. We estimate that nearly 25
per cent of Club members visited this show and the supporting events; again,
we received much appreciation.

Within the Library, Glyn Hughes took on the Hon Archivist position
and Mike Hewson took over from Bob Lawford the work with books
donated by members; both have made very professional approaches to the
work. I should explain that all books donated are carefully vetted; some
are retained to become part of the Club's collections and some are sold to
members via the second-hand book sales lists - this is very helpful to both
Club members and Library coffers.

So, what are the next challenges? We will be examining budgets to ensure
that we only spend within our income; this will mean a re-appraisal of our
opening hours and possibly an increase in our charges (which will remain
free or very modest to members). Generally, the Library will move towards
a smarter operation, partly electronic, which will include better access to
books, archives and a selected collection of historic photographs.

New guidebooks will begin to appear on the shelves in March 2008;
initially, these are for the Alps; we will move on to cover wider areas. Also
now on the shelves is a specialist full set of large-scale maps of the Himalaya,
donated by our member, Harish Kapadia, in memory of his son, Lt Nawang
Kapadia. I should mention that we have no intention to compete with the
extensive map library of the Royal Geographical Society - where AC
members are welcome - but we do see the need to have some specialist
maps in the AC Library, readily available to help members referring to
books and journals to plan expeditions.

Yvonne Sibbald, who has been our Librarian since November 2003, has
decided to retire. I am sure that many Club members and other Library
visitors will support me in thanking her for her contribution to the work of
the Library over her years with us: we all wish her well.
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Finally, it is right and proper that all members of the Library team take
pride in all the achievements this year and we must congratulate those who
did the heaviest work. My personal thanks go to the Trustees and Officers
of the Alpine Club Library who have worked - entirely voluntarily - to
ensure the success of the Library; I am confident that it will go forward and
hold a proper place in the Club's activity for another 150 years.

HywelLloyd
Chairman of the Council of Trustees of the Alpine Club Libmry

THE RISE AND FALL

OF THE NATIONAL MOUNTAINEERING EXHIBITION

Now that the National Mountaineering Exhibition has closed at Rheged,
Cumbria, we should record the nine-year history of its success and
termination. It is the story of a huge amount of voluntary effort, of a heroic
commercial bailing out ofthe BMC and its ultimate failure as a commercial
museum.

It was in the spring of 1999 that I received the first call from George
Band, then president of the British Mountaineering Council (BMC), who
had been charged with identifying a location to establish a repository for
the archive associated with mountaineering history worldwide. This had
come as a response to a call at the BMC AGM from Barbara James to
ensure that this heritage was preserved.

With an initial budget of £3,000 we visited buildings that were available
in Windermere, Kendal and Keswick; none of them proved to be ideal.

In Penrith much publicity surrounded the prospect of a new underground
building to be called Rheged which was being marketed as a 'discovery
centre'. In the spring of 1999 it was a very large hole in the ground and
George Band and I met the owner of the project, John Dunning, on site to
discuss the possibility of a tenancy. John Dunning was immediately enthusi
astic and in due course offered us 5000 square feet of exhibition space.

Rheged opened in 2000 - an £I8m development in a former limestone
quarry housing beneath the largest turf-covered roof in Europe, an lMAX
cinema, visitor centre, exhibition space, restaurant, shops and motorway
style service station. The same year, the BMC formed Mountain Exhibitions
Limited (MEL) to run the proposed exhibition on a commerciai basis and
simultaneously the Mountain Heritage Trust (MHT) was formed as a charity
with Sir Chris Bonington as founder Chair.

On behalf of MHT, John Porter, a founder trustee, negotiated substantial
funding from European Regional Development Fund which enabled the
employment of John Sunderland (of Jorvik fame) to design and build the
first national mountaineering exhibition. This he did on time, finishing on
IS July 200 I, ten days before the exhibition was opened by Prime Minister
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Tony Blair to a background of crisis in the Lake District caused by Foot
and Mouth disease. Mountains and paths surrounding the exhibition
building were closed indefinitely. The total cost of the project was reported
at £750,000.

MHT commissioned Colin Wells to write A Short History ofMountaineering
which formed the theme of the first exhibition and also commissioned Julian
Cooper to create a painting of the Scafell range with help from the Northern
Arts Foundation. Tony Blair's words on leaving the opening were 'this is a
fantastic project, not just an exhibition of mountaineering but an important
slice of our history as well'.

George Band was the host that day and in his speech welcoming the
Prime Minister, he said 'on the morning of your birth Prime Minister, I see
from my diary I was in Camp VI on Everest with Tenzing Norgay', to
which Tony Blair remarked enigmatically that he was in greater danger at
that moment than George.

Several days prior to the opening, in my position as Curator, I had received
a packing crate from the USA containing all the artefacts removed from
George Mallory's body in 1999. And here I faced my first real test; the
Prime Minster asked to try on George Mallory's watch ... and I had to
refuse. The loan of these precious artefacts led to the establishment of the
Mallory Replica Clothing Project, financed by the Heritage Lottery Fund
and managed by Prof Mary Rose and Mike Parsons of Lancaster University
on behalf of MHT. This resulted in the production of meticulously replicated
garments that were tested before being exhibited at the NME. The
remarkable discoveries made during this project are published in Mal/ory
Myths and Mysteries, available from MHT (www.mountain-heritage.org).

The first exhibition covered the Greater Ranges, but most importantly
the early days of mountaineering in the UK with archive footage of Joe
Brown, Tom Patey and a young Chris Bonington. The majority of the
artefacts were sourced thanks to the generosity of the FRCC, together with
personal items from the collections of Chris Bonington and Doug Scott.

By now MHT trustees included Roger Chorley, Paul Braithwaite, Audrey
Salkeld, Jerry Lovatt and Ron Kenyon. All came together to help in the
creation of a new exhibition to mark the 50th anniversary of the first ascent
of Everest. On la June 2003 an exhibition devoted entirely to the 1953
expedition was opened by the Duke of York and I was privileged to act as
host together with George Lowe and Michael Westmacott. The exhibition
was enthusiastically received and coincided with celebrations in London
hosted by the Queen.

In the intervening period the BMC decided that the exhibition hitherto
owned by MEL should be sold and the owners of Rheged, the Westmorland
Group, stepped in to purchase the NME. Westmorland appointed as
exhibition manager Robin Ashcroft whose influence and vision contributed,
through NME, much to the public understanding of our sport as he
organised film, lecture and literary events at Rheged.
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In September 2004 MHT appointed its first professional archivist, Maxine
Willett, who is employed to preserve and catalogue MHT's collection of
archives and artefacts and ensure displayed items are secure and are not
exposed to any potentially damaging conditions. The archivist also helps
BMC clubs preserve their unique heritage and maintains a database of
collections in the UK.

The new owners were keen to support a small exhibition celebrating the
50th anniversary of first ascent of Kangchenjunga, duly opened on Saturday
9 April 2005 by George Band and Joe Brown. In 2007 this exhibition was
replaced by the final exhibition of the NME, one marking the centenary of
the Fell & Rock Climbing Club. With hindsight it seems appropriate that
the NME should mount its last exhibition covering the history of climbing
and exploration in the Lake District.

It became clear that the NME was in need of completely new exhibitions
for which funding would need to be sought, as it had been in the initial
creation of the exhibition. But it was also clear that such funding was more
easily available for regional rather than national exhibitions. In December
2007 the Westmorland Group decided that the NME was no longer
commercially viable and that it would close on Christmas Eve.

The NME fulfllled many objectives, among which was the need for MHT
to connect its work and collections with the public and for the public
generally to discover the history of mountaineering adventure worldwide
which many would argue had its birth in the British Isles.

Times have changed in the last nine years and the activities of MHT
must balance the urgent needs of preservation with the wider need for
education about our mountaineering heritage. The Mountain Heritage Trust
now offers public outreach through its website and is seeking to display its
archive through a series of smaller exhibitions. But at a time when the
American Alpine Club has joined other European countries in establishing
a museum of national mountaineering, the treasures of our own heritage
lack a permanent exhibition space in Britain.

John Innerdale
Curator andformer Chair of the Mountain Heritage Trust
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